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The Universal
Stock Ticker
ld meets new in one of the most ingen-

O

ious ideas to celebrate our financial
and innovative heritage. A working

reproduction of the Universal Stock Ticker. Built
to exacting standards of historical authenticity,
yet, at the same time, taking advantage of today’s
precise mechanical standards.
Dear Friend:
The first stock tickers revolutionized Wall Street by making
real-time stock quotes available to a wide geographic audience.
Before stock tickers, most of the country’s investing activity
centered around New York City.

After 100 years, the Universal Stock Ticker is back

The Universal Stock Ticker was the first mass-produced ticker
that was reliable enough to serve investors who were hundreds or
even thousands of miles from Wall Street. Never before in history
did an entire nation have the opportunity and means to participate
in the ownership of its publicly traded businesses.

from the days of Thomas Edison.

Our hope is for this Stock Ticker to enlighten and inspire you to
appreciate and participate in our capitalistic system. And to realize
the capability each of us has within to pursue our dreams.
Sincerely,

Shawn M. Connors
President
The Stock Ticker Company

in production. We’re proud to reintroduce you to
a legendary symbol of Wall Street, unchanged

Looking for just the
right gift…? Something that
says both money and technology?
The [Stock Ticker Company]…has
just the ticket, or ticker…

“

Rob Fixmer, The New York Times

”

Designed in the 19th-century, and now ticking
again in the new millennium, the Universal Stock
Ticker is capable of working if connected to the
original 1870s transmission lines. However,
today it will print your favorite stock quotes from
the New York Stock Exchange, NASDAQ, or
Mutual Funds, direct from the Internet—live.

o n e

• In the 1870s, the Universal Stock Ticker
represented what could be considered the very
first mass-produced electronic printer. Today, the
Universal Stock Ticker reproduction, while available
only in extremely limited numbers, still functions
as an electronic printer. Simply connect it to your
computer to get current stock quotes or print
personal messages.
• It is manufactured to the strict standards of
historical authenticity as certified by Henry Ford
Museum & Greenfield Village®, site of the largest
collection of Edison patented stock tickers in
the world.

edison’s first commercially
successful invention
The stock ticker is a symbol of our
American Free Enterprise System and the
Heartbeat of Wall Street. Pictured above
is the actual 130-year-old device we
modeled our reproduction after.

• It can print four stored personalized messages
without a computer connection, and has a remote
Certified
Historically Accurate

control to activate the stored messages.
• It’s portable. The Stock Ticker and power
module disconnect easily and can be used at other
venues without the substantial pedestal and glass

Henry Ford Museum &
Greenfield Village ®

dome. A hard-shell case is included for convenient transportation of the Ticker, the power
module, and all needed accessories.

It barely achieves ten words
“
per minute, is so loud that a glass
certified historically
accurate by henry ford
museum & greenfield village
The Menlo Park Laboratory as restored at
Henry Ford Museum and Greenfield Village
was the site of much of our research.

dome must be set over it—it’s the
detail—an exact replica of a stock
ticker that the genius inventor
Thomas Edison built in 1872.
Stern Magazine
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The Heartbeat of
Wall Street
dward A. Calahan invented the first stock

E

ticker in 1867, which revolutionized the
New York Stock Exchange. Three years

later, a young Thomas Edison improved on
Calahan’s design and made the ticker a viable
communication instrument.
By 1872, Edison’s work on the stock tickers
evolved into the Edison Universal Stock Ticker.
And, by 1875 the Universal was in full production.
The stock ticker was Thomas Edison’s first
individually
numbered and certified
Each Stock Ticker is engraved with a
serial number.

commercial success.

The growth of this
[stock ticker] business is
of great moment to the Stock
Exchange, for it is through the
instant dissemination of the
quotes made on the floor that the
active and continuous interest in
the markets is sustained.

“

Horace L. Hotchkiss—1867
One of the original founders of the
Gold & Stock Company

workmanship at its best
Master machinists, trained in the art of
Victorian Instrument Manufacturing,
handcraft every component of each
Stock Ticker.

t h r e e

”

100% Authentic
ngineering drawings for the original

E

Edison Universal Stock Ticker no longer
exist. Therefore, we drafted our own

blueprints from scratch. Master machinist Klaus
Berner, of Berner Machine Labs, was referred to
the project by the Smithsonian Institute. Under
Mr. Berner’s direction, a team of highly talented
individuals methodically brought the Universal
Stock Ticker back to life.
Many original stock tickers were disassembled,
tested, measured, and closely inspected. Quite an
made in america
Berner Machine Labs and the Berner
family, renowned as master machinists,
have painstakingly re-engineered and
manufactured the Universal Stock Ticker.

undertaking since each unit has over 200 parts.

The Universal Stock Ticker
was a fixture in brokerage
offices… The modern version has
the same design but connects to
your computer to print stock
quotes… from the Internet.

“

St. Louis Post Dispatch

”

The new set of blueprints and production standards
required that…
• All paper rolls be manufactured to exact thickness, width, color, and texture. A custom-made
victorian art

machine was even required to produce the

One historian referred to the Stock Ticker
as beautiful in its simple complexity. The
genius of the original artists is obvious.

cardboard core for the paper tape.

f o u r

• All original materials had to be matched, including brass, copper, cast iron, wood, and glass. The
installation made easy

hardness of metals was also tested to ensure an

The Universal Stock Ticker is easy to hook up and
use. It’s also engineered to be portable. Use it at
schools, trade shows, presentations, retail environments, or any function where it is
important to gain the undivided
attention of
your audience.

authentic match.
• Intense and highly skilled handwork had to be
used to polish the brass subassemblies to remove
any machining marks. The copper coils of the
electromagnets were wound by hand so that all
the strands align. The magnificent carpentry work
on the solid mahogany pedestal includes 40 pieces
of inlaid wood in the capital portion alone.

our exclusive victorian
power module with builtin memory chip provides
complete portability
The power source and Stock Ticker
disconnect to be used separately
from the pedestal. (A custom-made
case is included.)

• Lacquer formulas were determined for all metal
and wood finishes by Mark Norfleet. Mr. Norfleet
is a talented artist whose work includes the restoraeverything
is included...
Power and computer
serial printer cables,
extra rolls of
ticker tape,
installation
tools, and an
easy-to-read
Operator’s Manual.

The remote control
Allows you to operate your
Stock Ticker
without the
computer
connection
and print custom messages
that you program.

tion of Stradivarius and other priceless violins.
• Over 200 parts had to be built from scratch
to precise historical dimensions and modern
tolerances.

The type of workmanship
“
required to build an advanced
electromechanical device
of a past century has nearly
vanished from today’s
digital landscape.

”

Tim Elliott, Creative Director
Stock Ticker Company
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A Brief History
of the Stock Ticker
Calahan Ticker–1867

certificate of authenticity

In 1867, Mr. E. A. Calahan, of
the American Telegraph Company,
invented the first stock telegraph
printing instrument.

A signed certificate will accompany your Stock Ticker to
verify its historical accuracy.

Universal–1870s

The Universal Stock Ticker was
Thomas Edison’s first commercial
success, and established him with
Wall Street connections that
would fund development of his
Menlo Park Laboratory.

select your favorite stocks
You can program the Stock Ticker to print
stock quotes from the New York Stock
Exchange, NASDAQ, and Mutual Funds. It
also prints personal messages.

how it works
Included with your
Universal Stock
Ticker is a
custom CD
program that
translates modern
computer binary
language into analog
impulses—the Stock
Ticker’s language. Slip the
CD into your computer and
load your favorite stocks.
Then connect to the Internet.
The computer will search
for your selections (using
PCQuote.com, also included
free) and send this data to
the circuit board located in
the Power Module.

N e w Yo r k Q u o t a t i o n – 1 8 9 0 s

In 1890, the New York Stock
Exchange secured a major interest
in the Commercial Telegram Company
and made the New York Quotation
stock ticker the exclusive ticker
on Wall Street.

Self-Winding Ticker–1900s

The Western Union Self-Winding
ticker, invented by Gold & Stock, was
much faster than the Universal,
though both remained in service
together for many years.

Black Box Ticker–1934

telegraph
to ticker
The stock ticker
evolved from telegraph technologies.
Pictured above is the
sending unit or transmitter that Thomas
Edison invented to send signals to his stock tickers.

By 1934, the New York
Quotation Company put the black
box into full operation. This was
an extremely fast machine.

NYSE Ticker–1960

In 1960, The New York
Quotation Company introduced
the last mechanical ticker, which was
eventually replaced by modern-day
computers and electronic displays.
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The Stock Ticker Has
Ticked Its Way Into Our
American Culture
ince its invention, the stock ticker has

S

played a vital role in shaping our rich
financial history and our pursuit of the

American dream. Below are just a few examples
of how the stock ticker has been used, in many
forms, as a legendary icon of wealth and prosperity.
E a r l y T i c k e r - Ta p e P a r a d e

The Ticker-Tape Parade
dates back to the early
1880s and is still a common form of celebration
today. Our most recent
Ticker-Tape Parade was
for the 1999 World Series
Champions—the New
York Yankees!

Victorian Advertisement

Early stock tickers
were used in many
advertisements to
establish a product as
“upscale.” The image of
the stock ticker can be
found in some of the most
unlikely situations.

Wa l l S t r e e t J o u r n a l P r o m o t i o n

The stock ticker was key in
reinforcing financial literacy for this
Wall Street Journal advertisement
(circa 1899). “There are 180,000
shareholders in the various newly
formed industrial companies… are
you one of them? Whether you are
or are not, it will be worth many
times its cost to you if you become
a regular reader…”

s e v e n

Early lottery and other
games of chance such as
this one (circa mid-1920),
used the stock ticker as a
symbol of wealth. In this
game, five cents bought a
chance to hit it rich…
this particular card paid
out 50 cents.
Game of Chance Board

This spirited illustration
on the front cover of the
Saturday Evening Post
(circa 1934) shows Baby
New Year keeping up to
date on the nation’s
financial report via
the stock ticker.
Saturday Evening Post

This Fortune magazine
cover (circa 1964) entices
the reader to learn more
about the “Mysterious New
Stock Market.” Ticker tape
surrounded by poker chips is
one of many visual metaphors
used to imply the risk
inherent in investing.
Fortune Magazine

Educational Game

The stock ticker portrayed on
the cover of this 1969 board
game had not been in popular
use for decades. However, it
remains the image we most
associate with Wall Street.
Today without a single stock
ticker in active use, electronic
stock reports are still
displayed in the same
configuration as printed by
the original stock ticker.

e i g h t

The Heroic Age of
Invention
he Heroic Age of Invention is celebrated

T

and demonstrated in the Victorian workmanship of what is definitely history’s first

Internet application—the stock ticker.
Standards of excellence in the 1870s were, in
many respects, much more difficult to meet than

today’s, due to the prolific handwork and high-level
detail. Modern artists and machinists have had to
dedicate hundreds of hours of intense labor into
building each Stock Ticker to duplicate the beauty
found in the originals.
hand-wound copper coils
Faithfully reproduced in size and function
like the original.

tickers were more
“thanStockfunctional
machines
to their Victorian inventors,
they celebrated technology.
People placed stock tickers
on pedestals with glass domes
because they wanted to
appreciate the artistic beauty
of the object.

”

Klaus Berner, Project Leader
Berner Machine Labs

100% Authentic
Every detail has been meticulously studied
to meet historical accuracy using today’s
exacting mechanical standards.

n i n e

Our Story
uilding the working reproduction of

john bowditch,

klaus berner,

historian
Mr. Bowditch’s extensive
knowledge allows him
to ensure the highest
standards of quality and
historical accuracy.

project leader &
machinist
Mr. Berner is the owner of
Berner Machine Labs. He
oversees all aspects of the
Stock Ticker project, from
ensuring that the individual
parts are properly manufactured to “road testing” each
machine for reliability.

garry venable,
cabinetmaker
Mr. Venable, a respected
custom furniture maker,
handcrafts each
mahogany pedestal
from both functional and
aesthetic perspectives.

tessa rickard,
artist
Ms. Rickard’s eye for
detail and practiced
handskills are evident in
the flawless finish work
on the Stock Ticker.

B



Thomas Edison’s first successful innovation was a labor of love for everyone on

the team. The first step was to secure our own
collection of original stock tickers. We began purchasing the tickers several years ago from auction
houses, retired Western Union repairmen, retired
stockbrokers, estates, and other collectors. We
now own what may be the largest private collection
of historic stock tickers.
We dismantled a number of these machines in
berner,
 richard
master machinist
Mr. Berner is responsible for the
schematic drawings and calculating
the precision tolerances for the
Stock Tickers.

order to study each part closely. We also visually
examined many original stock tickers in museums.
We were able to get a couple of the original stock
tickers from our collection ticking again. We
brought these tickers to schools, antique shows,
universities, and small businesses. We went to

douglas martin,
software
specialist
Mr. Martin developed our
exclusive, user-friendly
software, allowing your
computer to “talk” to
the Stock Ticker.

brian murphy,
electronics
specialist
Mr. Murphy was key in
the interface between the
computer and the Stock
Ticker, and in the
functional design of
the pedestal.

New York City where we were introduced to business leaders, the media, Wall Street executives,
and historians.

Nostalgia never goes out of
“
style, especially when it joins with
something new…a Michigan
company is investing new life in
the stock ticker as a working
replica with an Internet twist.
Don Sheron
San Antonio Express-News

t e n
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This gave us the opportunity to see how the stock
ticker actually worked before we started on the
reproduction. In addition, we were able to confirm
there was a market for the reproduction. Along
the way, we observed how people reacted to the
stock ticker, what questions they had, and how
The Stock Ticker Company allows the world
to listen to the Heartbeat of Wall Street by
manufacturing working 19th-century Stock
Tickers that connect to the Internet. The
paintings, machines, books, and other Stock
Ticker related products produced by the
Stock Ticker Company, celebrate financial
history, innovation and human accomplishment. A skilled team of machinists,
craftsmen, artists, writers, historians, and
graphic designers are responsible for these
irresistible and fascinating products.
The Stock Ticker Company, originally
founded in 1964 as a family owned insurance business under a different name,
evolved into a successful education-based
company. Today, the Stock Ticker Company
reflects our love of history, and strives to
bring it to life for people to enjoy.

they interacted with it. This led to several design
considerations regarding how the pedestal and
stock ticker connected, and how to make it portable.
We brought one of our early reproduction prototypes to the COMDEX® computer show in Las
Vegas, and listed it as the loudest, slowest, most
expensive printer there. To our astonishment, and
we’re sure to the astonishment of thousands of
other high-tech, leading-edge exhibitors, we won a
“Byte.com Best of Show Award.”

It’s a true anomaly at
“
COMDEX, an ancient machine
Henry Ford Museum &
Greenfield Village is the
business partner of the
Stock Ticker Company on
the Stock Ticker project. Without the
assistance and support of the Museum,
this project would not have been possible.

being offered among the bells,
whistles, and microprocessing
chips of the 21st-century.

Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield Village
houses extensive archival and documentary resources regarding Thomas Edison’s
life and his early inventions. All of these
resources were made available to the
entire team to help conceptualize and
manufacture historically accurate and
beautiful Stock Ticker reproductions.

Our Stock Ticker has been televised from the floor

John Cartner, Wired News

”

of the New York Stock Exchange and featured on
Lou Rukeyser’s show, Wall $treet Week. We’ve
been asked to a number of prominent corporate
venues to demonstrate the Stock Ticker and give
our presentation, “The Heartbeat of Wall Street.”

e l e v e n

Once, on the way to an appointment with our
Ticker equipment in tow, we even found ourselves
in the midst of an actual ticker tape parade celebration for the New York Yankees.

The Ticker is wonderful.
“
You see the looks of wonder…
the ability to attract a person’s
attention so definitively is the first
step in bringing someone closer to
the capital markets process, and to a
higher standard of financial literacy.
These endeavors go right to the
heart of the foundation blocks of a
free and independent country.

The Universal
Stock Ticker
includes
• Solid Mahogany Pedestal Cabinet
• Cast Iron Pedestal & Ticker Base
• Handblown Glass Ticker Globe
• Solid Brass & Steel Assemblies
• Unit & Remote Sender Operation
• Stock Ticker software
• Serial printer cable and power
supply cord

John E. Herzog, Chairman
Museum of American Financial History

”

We’ve made many new friends. We’re having far

specifications

too much fun. And we’re working harder than

Height (overall)..................................53"
Width (at pedestal base)....................18"
Ticker Weight .........................10.5 lbs.
Ticker Size ...............9" dia. by 10" high
Pedestal Weight ..........................33 lbs.
Pedestal Base Weight .................42 lbs.
Power Supply ..............110 or 220 volts
Power Use...................9 volts/22 ohms

ever. A gentleman once asked us, “What is the
single most valuable lesson you’ve learned from
this experience?” A great question.
The answer? All through history, the story of the
stock ticker is of a mechanical device struggling to
keep up with a growing and dynamic economy.
The stock ticker is a demonstration of capitalism
at work, and it teaches us a very simple lesson.
Wherever freedom exists—the pie grows.
Rare. Beautiful. Historic. Functional. Outstanding.
We did not build this Stock Ticker for everyone.
We built it for you.

t w e l v e

All photography provided by John Tirotta

We would like to acknowledge these individuals and organizations for their support
during the research, manufacture, and promotion of the Universal Stock Ticker reproduction:
• Henry Ford Museum & Greenfield Village • The Museum of American Financial History
• Rutgers Edison Papers Project (Professors Israel & Rosenberg) • New York Stock Exchange
• Edison National Historic Site (West Orange, NJ) • Smithsonian Institute (Department of Electricity)
• Mr. John Bowditch for your wisdom, passion, humor, and horse sense.

The Heartbeat of Wall Street

350 East Michigan Avenue • Suite 301 • Kalamazoo, MI • 49007
(877) 842-1870 (toll-free) • www.stocktickercompany.com
info@stocktickercompany.com

